
DELHI DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
SQUASH & BADMINTON STADIUM

SIRIFORT ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 049

RULES & REGULATIONS

General Introduction

1. Squash & Badminton Stadium (SBS) is a modern world class sports facility for national and international events in the specific disciplines of
Squash and Badminton , created for the Common Wealth Games 2010. To promote sports among the general public and provide space for the
potential champions to train, the SBS was thrown open to the public in 2012. A few more disciplines have since been added for motivating
children to take up sports as hobbies and a way of life e.g. gymnastics, table tennis, karate and fencing. Yoga has also been introduced to
generate a culture of physical well-being. A modern multi-gym is operational in the stadium complex for those who have a schedule that may
not allow them to participate in other sports. Recently Boxing has also been introduced at the SBS with Aerobics as another activity that will be
introduced shortly.

2. The SBS is the property of the DDA and is wholly controlled and operated by the rules approved by the DDA through the Administrative Staff
deployed at the premises. The facilities at SBS are available only under the category of “Pay n Play” on time basis (30/60 minutes for Squash, 40
minutes for Badminton and Table Tennis), Hourly Basis (in the multi-gym), and also Monthly Basis under supervision of Coaching Academies in
the disciplines of Squash, Badminton, Gymnastics, Fencing, Table Tennis, Karate , Boxing and Yoga. Institutional Membership does not exist at
the SBS and visitors / players do not have any right on the property, management and other affairs of the SBS.

3. The “Pay ‘n’ Play” sports facilities and Coaching Academies operate five days a week less Wednesdays, which is the maintenance day devoted
to cleaning and upkeep of the Sports Complex. During the period when the SBS premises are booked for an organized event (state/ national/
international) the “Pay ‘n’ Play” as well as the Coaching Academies may be closed. The office working hours at SBS are from 10.00 AM to 5.00
PM. The office will remain closed on 2nd Saturday, Sunday and Gazetted Holidays. The whole complex will remain closed on 26th January, 15th
August, 2nd October, Holi, Diwali and partially on Dussehra (after 2 PM) and other days if so ordered.

4. The facilities in the Stadium will be available during the time mentioned below:-

Summer Timings (1st March – 30th November) : 6.00 AM to 9.00 P.M.

Winter Timings ( 1st December – 28th/ /29th February): 6.30 AM to 8.30 P.M.
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5. All current information concerning the operation, timing, modification to rules/ orders will be posted on the Notice Boards regularly.
Players are to see the Notice Boards to remain updated. For any queries Tele Nos. 011-26494634 and 011-26494635 may be contacted .

6. Children will not enter the Stadium, even in non playing areas, with cycle/ tricycles. Pets are not allowed in the premises of the complex.
Eatables will not be consumed in the play area and spectators stands.

7. Photography(Still/Video) in the premises of the complex is not permitted without the prior approval of the Administration.

Pay N Play: Court Fee and Associated Aspects
8. Neither “Advance Booking” of courts is permitted nor will a court be reserved for play by any person under any situation. In case a Games
Attendant is approached with an incentive to do so by a player or a visitor, the individual will not be permitted to use the facilities until
otherwise ruled by the Competent Authority. Players are to pay the prescribed court fee (including GST ) and get their receipt from the
Reception Counter.

9. No player/ visitor will be allowed entry into the play area without furnishing the court fee receipt to security guard/game attendant on duty.
In case of Squash , entry into the play area will be restricted to the holders of the fee receipt only, while in the Badminton/Table Tennis the
receipt holder along with one partner for single or three more to play doubles will be allowed entry. The receipt holder will not resort to hosting
more players and rotate them to accommodate more than the first accompanying singles/ doubles partners in an effort to extract the optimum
benefits for the fee paid towards booking the court. Players/ visitors will desist from insisting on entry in absence of the fee receipt or in excess
of the numbers allowed to play on the courts.

10. Pay ‘n’ Play facilities will be closed during an organized event/ tournament for which notice will be placed on the Notice Boards.

11. The court fee charges for various disciplines available at the SBS are at APPENDIX “A”. These charges are subject to changes as approved by
the Competent Authority.

Fee Charges and Related Issues for Coaching Academies

12. Those desirous of obtaining coaching in the disciplines mentioned at Paras 1 and 2 above may contact the Reception Counter from where
the Games Attendants/ Supervisors will direct them to different Coaching Academies functional in the premises for completing the formalities
and subsequent payment of monthly fee at the Reception Counter . The Fee Structure in vogue at each of the Coaching Academies is at
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APPENDIX “B”. Some of the issues that must be borne in mind by players, students in the coaching academies and the Coaching Academy
officials are as under:-

(a) In case any SBS staff member/ coaching personnel seeks additional fee in cash, the same will be reported to the Manager of the
Academy and Secretary SBS - specifics must be provided in the complaint.

(b) In case within the Coaching Academy ,activities are suggestive that “Personal Coaching” is being conducted for a select individual
at the cost of the other students , the Coach/ Head Coach/ Manager of the concerned Academy will be held responsible for the
irregularity and suitable action as deemed fit by the competent authority will be taken. Provisions of “Personal Coaching” exist and are
explained at Para 13 below and by- laws concerning respective discipline.

(c ) Currently the SBS provides coaching facilities for all disciplines for which monthly payments are to be made latest by 10th of each
month. This does not in any way suggest that a player can avail free coaching facility for the first 10 days of the month. The following
rules will be abided by those taking admission in various coaching academies (in addition of rules of the academies) at the SBS: -

(i) In case an individual fails to pay for availing coaching facilities in first 10 days of the month, a default penalty of Rs 100/- will be
charged for each day of delay.

(ii) Students seeking admission into Coaching Academies after 10th day of the month are advised to do so in the first week of the
next month as default setting in software does not allow differentiation between a fresh admission and the late payment defaulters.
There is no provision for refund of fee for excess charges even for new admissions.

(iii) A person already subscribing to coaching and having been absent for good reasons from the scheduled coaching during the first
10 days should also follow the advice at Para (c ) (ii) above .

(c) Parents accompanying their wards for availing coaching facilities will not interfere in the functioning of the concerned coaches.
Any objection required to be raised may be channelized to the Academy In-Charge/ Shift-In-Charge and if not addressed to the
Secretary, SBS. Some of the issues to be kept in mind by players attending Coaching Classes in various disciplines in respect of depositing
their monthly fee are as under: -

(i) To ensure that correct subscription fee is charged from the student based on the Level of Coaching (Beginner/
Intermediate/ Advance/ Professional may have different fee structure) players are to produce Fee Receipt for the previous
Month duly endorsed by the Manager of the Coaching Agency.
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(ii) Fee once paid for a particular level of training or for a sports discipline incorrectly cannot be refunded, hence the
children/ their parents must be careful while paying monthly fee at the Reception Counter .

(iii) Ensure that Fee is paid in time; players are advised not to wait till the “last day allowed” for payment of fee i.e. 10th of
the month.

(iv) Please comply with the requests of the Reception Staff to update data when required.

(v) In event of the venue being booked for a competition/ tournament, the Coaching Classes will stand suspended for that
day(s).
(vi) The Coaches will brief their students during the “Daily Line Up” on the above aspects preferably for a week OR at least
on the last 3-4 days of the month for compliance.

.
13. Those desirous of bringing private coaches will pay an additional fee of Rs590/ inclusive of the GST plus the applicable court fee for the
player and the coach ( in case of Squash) and use the “Pay ‘n’Play” Courts only; they will not interfere in any of the Coaching Academy’s
curriculum. Refer by-laws for respective sports .

14. Coaching facilities will be closed during an organized event/ tournament for which notice will be placed on the Notice Boards.

Fee Charges for Bulk Booking & Hiring for Organized Events

15. Booking of courts/ Table Tennis Tables for 3-6 hours slots are categorised as Bulk Booking .The charges for Bulk Booking are at APPENDIX
“C”.

16. Payments will be made through Demand Drafts made in favour of CAU Sports, DDA.

17. Booking for organized tournament/ events requiring hiring of the venue for one or more days will entail payment of Operational &
Maintenance (O&M)Charges. Interested persons/ organization should contact concerned staff in the Office of the Stadium for details of
prevalent rates of space and operational & maintenance charges.
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Refund of Court/ Coaching Fee.

18. There are no provisions for refund of fee once paid. Daily Players/ Visitors and students subscribing to the coaching Academy Classes
must be clear as to what facilities they desire to avail and accordingly pay the fee, as default software settings precludes any refunds/
adjustments .
19. Players and visitors will not resort to arguments with the Stadium Staff to seek refunds/ adjustment of the fee wrongly/ incorrectly paid.

Code of Conduct

20. Discipline. Players/ visitors are to maintain decorum befitting a national sports arena. Indiscipline and misconduct vitiates the
environment and is against the sportsman spirit. All visitors/ players will abide by decent social norms in their interaction and conduct with each
other and the staff of SBS irrespective of their stature. Various acts related to discipline will be dealt as under: -

(a) An act of misconduct considered prejudicial to the good name and smooth functioning of the SBS, as assessed by the
management will result in the player/visitor being told to vacate the premises of SBS.

(b) An act of assault and affray involving other players/ visitors or SBS staff will be dealt as follows: -

(i) Immediate summoning of local area police from the nearest police station (P.S. HauzKhas, Choudhary Dilip Singh Marg, Hauz
Khas, Delhi – 110016, Telephone Nos. 011-26510077 and 011-26565508)for registering appropriate case/FIR and intervention if
required.

(ii) Debarring both the parties to the offence for future entry into the SBS Complex.

(c) Any offence related to moral turpitude would be viewed seriously and the individual (s) concerned will be debarred from the
entry into SBS complex.

(d) Wilful damage caused to the property of the DDA within the premises of the SBS will attract monetary penalty to the extent of
the cost of damage. To ensure that the individual involved does not evade recoveries, appropriate case will be registered under CrPC /
IPC with the local police authorities.

(e) Players availing “Pay ‘n’ Play” facilities will not encroach into the area being used by the coaching establishments.
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(f) Players will desist from ganging up against other player(s)/ visitor(s) and resorting to harassment – acts that could be considered
as bullying, hounding and harrying. Such act would attract immediate eviction from the premises of SBS, for which, if needed the aid of
local police will be sought.

(g) Smoking and drinking alcoholic beverage in the premises is strictly prohibited. Penalty of Rs.500/ will be imposed on defaulters.

(h) Players will be decently dressed befitting the occasion and sports/ activity they indulge in. Proper sports kit will be worn as
specified in the bye laws. Bye Laws for each of the facility will be strictly adhered at all times.

21. Suggestions. Players/ Visitors can be record their suggestions in the Suggestion Book placed at the Reception Counter instead of
resorting to arguments/ altercations with the staff.

22. The coaching academies will ensure that all matters pertaining to discipline and conduct on part of the coaching and assisting staff
towards the students are impeccable. In case of complaints that allege improper conduct on their part is received, the concerned coaching staff/
attendant will be debarred to serve in any DDA sports complex in future.

Compensation against Injuries/ Loss

23. Injuries. Players/ Visitors are notified that any fatal or non-fatal injuries sustained by them will not be the responsibility of the
DDA and the management staff of the SBS. It is implicit that a visitor to the sports complex is doing so on his /her own accord and that the DDA
is indemnified against any injuries to them while being involved in various activities in all the disciplines mentioned at Paras 1 and 2 above. They
are to take due precautions to avoid injuries including those due to negligence of other players. Some of the other related aspects are as under:
-

(a) Persons suffering from chronic ailments that can trigger sudden strokes are advised not to participate in any activity within the
premises of SBS that is considered rigorous and detrimental to their health.

(b) In case of an organized event the organizers will be responsible for the wellbeing of the participants and spectators.

(c) The SBS Management will assist in summoning ambulances (Advance Life Support/ Basic Life Support) services from nearest
medical facilities/ambulance services. The telephone numbers of medical services/ambulance services will also be prominently
displayed at the designated places in the SBS. SBS Management should procure at least 2 (two) Scoop/clam shell stretchers for casualty
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evacuation.

24. Loss of Personal Effects. The SBS Management does not take responsibility of safe custody of personal effects of the visitors/ players. In
case an article of personal effect including wallet, mobile phones are found by the SBS staff, these will be available to the claimants at the
Reception Counter. Owners will be required to make a positive identification of the item to the satisfaction of the SBS staff before recovered
item is handed over to its rightful owner.

25. Foreign Nationals. All foreign nationals residing in the city, irrespective of they being employed in an organization that may be
dealing with the Government of India directly or indirectly, do not automatically become Indian Nationals and will be charged at the rates listed
at APPENDIX A. A number of esteemed visitors belonging to friendly countries insist that they be considered Indian Nationals for the fee and
that they should not be discriminated against. Such esteemed visitors, desirous of being considered at par with Indian nationals for fee payment
purposes, are requested to process cases for such “waiver” (for which no provisions exist within the powers of the SBS staff) through
appropriate channels and Ministries. The Staff at this venue will be unable to entertain such requests without authorization. In case requested
for identification papers, they are advised to comply and help the SBS staff in discharging their duties.

26. Social Norms related to use of Common Facilities. Social adjustments need to be put into practice, instead of visitors creating ugly
situations especially related to use of music system, television display and temperature control at SBS. The following norms will be followed
irrespective of individual tastes / whims/ fancies: -

(a) Music. Visitors use ear phones to listen to recorded music on electronic devices like mobile phones, I- pod etc. while indulging
in an activity that may need such an environment. It should not interfere in the functions of others present. The common facility for
music will be kept at a decent and dignified level of volume by the SBS staff and will not be interfered by any visitor. Unreasonable
attitude towards others will be treated as per Para 20 above.

(b) Television. The Television Display Units at the Reception/ Multi Gym will be used to display sports events live in case it is
being televised or else an appropriate sports channel. The choice of patrons may be considered if reasonable, however these will not be
used to watch entertainment channels. The volume levels will be controlled as that for the Music System mentioned above.

(c ) Temperature Control. The temperatures during summers will be maintained at 22-23 Degrees Celsius in the centrally
controlled environment. The AC units will be closed w.e.f. November to February for maintenance and will be made operational in
March.
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27. Vehicle Parking. DDA/SBS shall not be held responsible for the loss of any vehicle or any belonging or fitment either kept inside or
fitted in the vehicle. All the visiting vehicles must be parked in the Basement. Players/visitor will park cars/scooters / motorcycle etc. in the
area specified for the purpose. Rules for the Basement Parking are at APPENDIX D.

.
28. Bye-Laws pertaining to each game are at APPENDICES “E” to “N”.
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Appendix A
BADMINTON

S.No Sports Facilities Rate (i/c GST) Remarks

1 Badminton (peak hr. Indian adults
synthetic court)

410

Rate per court for 40 Min.

2 Badminton (non .Peak hr. Indian
adults synthetic court)

210

3 Badminton (peak hr. Foreigner
synthetic court) 620

4 Badminton ( non peak hr. Foreigner
synthetic court) 410

5 Badminton peak hr. (Indian Student
synthetic court) 140

6 Badminton non-peak hr. (Indian
Student synthetic court) 70

7 Badminton peak hr. (Indian Student
Wooden Court) 70

8 Badminton non-peak hr. (Indian
Student Wooden Court)

40

9 Badminton peak hr. (Indian Adult
Wooden Court) 210

10 Badminton non-peak hr. (Indian
Adult Wooden Court) 110

11 Badminton peak hr. (Foreign Adult
Wooden Court) 410

12 Badminton non-peak hr. (Foreign
Adult Wooden Court) 210

SQUASH

1 Squash (peak hr. Indian 30 Min.)
100

Rate for an individual only

2 Squash ( non peak hr. Indian 30
Min.) 80

3 Squash (peak hr. Indian 60 Min.) 150

4 Squash ( non peak hr. Indian 60
Min.) 100

5 Squash (peak hr. Foreigner 30 Min.)
260

6 Squash ( non peak hr. Foreigner 30
Min.) 150
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7 Squash (peak hr. Foreigner 60 Min.)
520

8 Squash ( non peak hr. Foreigner 60
Min.) 310

9 Squash (peak hr. Indian 30 Min.)
(STUDENT) 30

10 Squash ( non peak hr. Indian 30
Min.) (STUDENT) 30

11 Squash (peak hr. Indian 60 Min.)
(STUDENT) 50

12 Squash ( non peak hr. Indian 60
Min.) (STUDENT) 30

ALL SIDE GLASS SQUASH COURT CHARGES

13 Squash (peak hr. Indian 60 Min.)
300

Rate for an individual only

14 Squash ( non peak hr. Indian 60
Min.) 200

15 Squash (peak hr. Foreigner 60 Min.)
1000

16 Squash ( non peak hr. Foreigner 60
Min.) 600

17 Squash (peak hr. Indian 60 Min.)
(STUDENT) 100

18 Squash ( non peak hr. Indian 60
Min.) (STUDENT) 60

MULTI-GYM

1 Multi-Gym (Peak hr. Indian 60 Min.)
210

Rate are for 1 hr./session

2 Multi-Gym (Non Peak hr. Indian 60
Min) 100

3 Multi-Gym (Peak hr. Foreigner 60
Min.) 410

4 Multi-Gym (Non Peak hr. Foreigner
60 Min) 210

5 Multi-Gym (Peak hr. Indian 60 Min.)
(STUDENT) 70

6 Multi-Gym (Non Peak hr. Indian 60
Min) (STUDENT) 30

7 Monthly (Indian)
3540

8 Monthly (Foreigner)
5310
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TABLE TENNIS
1 30 Min. peak hour (per table Indian) 150

Per table

2 30 Min. per hour (per table
Foreigner)

310

3 30 Min. non-peak hour (per table
Indian) 80

4 30 Min. non peak hour (per table
Foreigner) 150

5 30 Min. peak hour (per table Indian)
(STUDENT) 50

6 30 Min. non- peak hour (per table
Indian) (STUDENT) 30

NOTE:
The charges are subject to changes. Non Peak hours at SBS are from 10.00 AM to 04.00 PM,
Peak Hours are from 06.00 AM to 10.00 PM and from 04.00 PM to 9.00 PM.
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Appendix B

CHARGES FOR COACHING ACADEMES

S.
No

Sports Time/Nos of days Charges (excluding GST)

1 Taekwondo/ Karate Summer- Morning
6:00 AM to 07.30 AM &
07.30 to 9:00 AM
Evening- 06.00 PM to
07.30 PM & 07.30 PM to
09.00 PM

Winters- Morning
07.30 AM to 09.30 AM
Evening- 05.30 PM to
07.00 PM and 07.00 PM
to 08.30 PM

Six days/ Week

Rs. 2600/-

2 Yoga 6:00 AM to 07:00 AM &
07-08 AM
Five days/ Week

Rs. 1500/- (monthly)
Rs.200/- (Daily basis)

3 Badminton 6:00 AM to 10:0 AM &
3.00 to 9:00 PM
Six days/ Week

Rs. 3500/- (Basic)

Rs. 4500/- (Intermediate)

Rs. 5000/- (Advance)

Rs. 5000/- (Middle Age)

4 Squash 6.00 AM to 09:00 AM &
01.00 PM to 07:00 PM
(Six days in a week)

Rs. 1000/-

5 Gymnastic 06.30 AM to 08.30 PM
(03 days in a week and
06 days in a week)

Rs. 3500/-

Rs. 5000/-
6 Table Tennis 07.00 AM to 10.00 AM

and 04.00 PM to 06.00
PM (05 days in a week)

Rs. 1500/-

7 Fencing 06.30 A,M to 08.00 PM Beginner 2 classes –Rs. 3250/-
Competitive 3 classes – Rs. 4000/-
Competitive Fencing Fitness 4
classes – Rs. 4500/-
Competitive Fencing Fitness 5
classes – Rs. 5000/-
Competitive Fencing Fitness 6
classes – Rs. 6000/-

8 Boxing 07.00 AM to 08.30 PM
(06 days in a week)

Rs. 1000/- (monthly)
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Appendix C

CHARGES FOR BULK BOOKING

NOTE:

While the above charges are for slots for 3-6 hours, a booking for organised tournament/ event
requiring hiring of the venue for one or more days will entail payment of Operational & Maintenance
(O&M)Charges. Interested persons/ organisation should contact concerned staff in the Office of the
Stadium for details of Space and O&M charges.

The payments will be made through Demand Draft made in favour of CAU Sports, DDA.

S.
No

Sports Timing Charges

1 Badminton 03 hrs.

06 Hrs.

7500/- (Plus 18% GST)

15000/- (Plus 18% GST)
2 Squash 03 hrs.

06 hrs.

5000/- (Plus 18% GST)

10000/- (Plus 18% GST)
3 Table Tennis 03 hrs.

6 hrs.

1304/- (Plus 18% GST)

2609/- (Plus 18% GST)
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Appendix D

VEHICLE PARKING RULES

1. Valet parking facility is not available at the Stadium; all users will adhere to the parking
discipline. Vehicles parked haphazardly will be towed away.

2. Users while entering and exiting the Basement will not exceed speed of 5kmph.

3. Vehicles from SFSC direction are to follow the Orange Route, remaining on the left.

4. Vehicles from SBS direction are to follow the Blue Route, remaining on the left.

5. Time for parking is restricted to the Stadium timings as under:-

Summers: 06.00 AM to 09.00 PM

Winters: 06.30 AM to 08.30 PM

6. Unclaimed vehicles after closing time will be handed over to the Delhi Police authorities.

8. DDA will not be responsible for the loss of valuables left in the parked vehicles.

9. Littering of the basement parking will attract appropriate fine.

10. Smoking is strictly prohibited in the SBS premises.

COACHING FACILITIES: IMPORANT ISSUES

THIS IS NOT A COMMON THORUGH FARE. TRESSPASSING IS PROHIBITED. USERS, IF NOT
IN POSSESSON OF MEMBERSHP STICKERS ON THE VEHICLES OR THE FEE RECEIPT FOR THE
DAY, WILL BE REQUESTED TO RETRACE THE ROUTE THEY HAD TAKEN TO ENTER PREMISES

ALL USERS ENTERING THE STADIUM ARE REQUESTED TO BE IN POSSESSION OF THE PLAY
COURT FEE RECEIPTS AFTER PAYING THE REQUISITE AMOUNT PRIOR TO USING ANY “PAY &
PLAY” FACILITY. THESE ARE MANDATORY FOR VEHICLES EXITINGTHE STADIUM PREMISES.
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Appendix E

BYE LAWS: BADMINTON

1. Priority for Play . Play courts will be allotted on payment of appropriate fee on “first come first serve” basis. Games attendant / Supervisor at
the Reception will allot the court of choice as per vacancy of the courts. In case a player insists on a particular court , it will be allotted in his/ her turn
and waiting list at that moment . Out of turn allotment is not permitted.

2. Period of Play Session . A Play session for Badminton is of 40 minutes. Players will be provided the fee receipt so as to give them Warming Up
time of a maximum of 5-10 minutes excluding 40 minutes.

3. Checks by Games Attendant/ Guards. Players will pay the prescribed fee and get the receipt from the reception. The receipts are to be shown to
the security guard/games attendant before entering the playing arena and players will not insist on entering the play area in absence of fee receipt. The
receipt holder along with one single partner or three more to play doubles will be allowed entry.

4. Rotation of Players in excess of Allowed Numbers. The receipt holder will not resort to hosting more players and rotate (time share basis) them to
accommodate maximum numbers in an effort to extract the optimum benefits for the fee paid towards booking the court. Players/ visitors will desist
from insisting on entry in absence of the fee receipt or in excess of the numbers allowed to play on the courts.

5. Spectators. Players in excess of the allowed numbers tend to claim being spectators and when convenient resort to rotational usage of the play
court. Spectators in the Play area are not allowed. Those desirous to watch their kin/ friends play can do so from the stand on the First Floor. However
they will not step into the Table Tennis Academy arena.

6. Sports Gear & Dress Code . Players will use their personal rackets and shuttle cocks are to be brought by the players. Dress code will consist of
appropriate T-Shirt, Shorts/Track Suits. Only Gum Sole non marking Sports shoes are permitted while playing both on the wooden and Synthetic
Courts . Coloured soled shoes are not permitted. Players will wipe their shoes over the Dust Mat before entering in the court

7. Smoking & Drinking, Eatables. Smoking and drinking alcoholic beverage is strictly prohibited inside the Stadium. No eatables will be carried
into the Play Area and the Spectator Stands. Those desirous of taking refreshment will do so outside the built-up premises of the stadium without
littering.
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8. Important Issues to be Observed .

(a) Private coaching is permitted only after the due payment. Private Coaches are required to pay a sum of Rs. 590/- including 18% GST for a
session of 40 Min.

(b) Games Supervisors and the detailed Security Guard on duty may conduct surprise check of the players using the facility and defaulters
will be asked to pay double of the booking charges as penalty.

(c ) The Management will not be responsible for loss/theft of any personal belongings either in the stadium, or within the complex.

(d) Drivers/servants are strictly prohibited inside the stadium or in the spectator’s gallery.

(e) No eatables or drinks of any kind are allowed in the stadium.

(f) Silence will be observed by all the players and visitors

(g) No compensation whatsoever will be made by way of refund of money, or adjustment against future play in the event of failure of power
supply, or any other reason beyond the control of the officials on duty due to which play is disrupted .

(h) Advance booking and telephonic booking is not permitted.

(j) The stadium can be closed for particular sport/sports without assigning any reason.

9. Coaching Academy. The prescribed fee will be paid by the player/parents to the authorized staff of the complex and receipt obtained. The
receipt will be authority for admission to the coaching class. The rules of the Coaching Academy will apply on all players who avail the coaching facility.
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Appendix F

BYE LAWS: SQUASH

1. Priority for Play . Play courts will be allotted on payment of appropriate fee on “first come first serve” basis. Games attendant /
Supervisor at the Reception will allot the court of choice as per vacancy of the courts. In case a player insists on a particular court , it will be
allotted in his/ her turn and waiting list at that moment . Out of turn allotment is not permitted.

2. Period of Play Session . Play sessions for Squash are of 30 and 60 minutes. Depending on the choice of the player the court will be
allotted for the time chosen on submitting appropriate fee. Each player has to pay the fee and each of them will be provided the fee receipt so as
to give themWarming Up time of a maximum of 5-10 minutes excluding 30/60 minutes.

3. Checks by Games Attendant/ Guards. Players will pay the prescribed fee and get the receipt from the reception. The receipts are to be
shown to the security guard/games attendant before entering the playing arena and players will not insist on entering the play area in absence of
fee receipt. Only receipt holder will be allowed entry to the Squash side of the SBS.

4. Rotation of Players in excess of Allowed Numbers. The receipt holder will not resort to time sharing to rotate more players on the same fee
receipt and thus try to extract the optimum benefits for the fee paid towards booking the court. Players/ visitors will desist from insisting on entry
in absence of the fee receipt or in excess of the numbers allowed to play on the courts.

5. Spectators. Players in excess of the allowed numbers tend to claim being spectators and when convenient resort to rotational usage of
the play court. Spectators in the Play area are not allowed.

6. Sports Gear & Dress Code . Players will use their personal rackets and appropriate squash balls ( for all glass court). Dress code will consist
of appropriate T-Shirt, Shorts/Track Suits. Only Gum Sole non marking Sports shoes are permitted. Coloured soled shoes are not permitted.
Players will wipe their shoes over the Dust Mat before entering in the court

7. Smoking & Drinking, Eatables. Smoking and drinking alcoholic beverage is strictly prohibited inside the Stadium. No eatables will be
carried into the Play Area and the Spectator Stands. Those desirous of taking refreshment will do so outside the built-up premises of the stadium
without littering.
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8. Important Issues to be Observed

(a) Private coaching is permitted only after the due payment. Private Coaches are required to pay a sum of Rs. 590/- including 18%
GST for a session of 60 Min in addition to the court fee.

(b) Games Supervisors and the detailed Security Guard on duty may conduct surprise check of the players using the facility and
defaulters will be asked to pay double of the booking charges as penalty.

(c ) The Management will not be responsible for loss/theft of any personal belongings either in the stadium, or within the complex.

(d) Drivers/servants are strictly prohibited inside the stadium or in the spectator’s gallery.

(e) No eatables or drinks of any kind are allowed in the stadium.

(f) Silence will be observed by all the players and visitors

(g) No compensation whatsoever will be made by way of refund of money, or adjustment against future play in the event of failure of
power supply, or any other reason beyond the control of the officials on duty due to which play is disrupted .

(h) Advance booking and telephonic booking is not permitted.

(j) The stadium can be closed for particular sport/sports without assigning any reason.

9. Coaching Academy. The prescribed fee will be paid by the player/parents to the authorized staff of the complex and receipt
obtained. The receipt will be authority for admission to the coaching class. The rules of the Coaching Academy will apply on all players who avail
the coaching facility. Coaching Academy will evaluate their genuineness and potential for future development into competitive players and not
endeavour to provide play facility on cheaper rates to “Pay n Play” clientele of the SBS to build up its own following.
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Appendix G

BYE LAWS: TABLE TENNIS

1. Priority for Play . Tables will be allotted on payment of appropriate fee on “first come first serve” basis. Games attendant / Supervisor at
the Reception will allot the court of choice as per vacancy of the Tables/ waiting list . Out of turn allotment is not permitted.

2. Period of Play Session . Play sessions for Table Tennis are of 30 minutes. Players will be provided the fee receipt so as to give them
Warming Up time of a maximum of 5 minutes excluding 30 minutes.

3. Checks by Games Attendant/ Guards. Players will pay the prescribed fee and get the receipt from the reception. The receipts are to be shown
to the security guard/games attendant before entering the playing arena and players will not insist on entering the play area in absence of fee
receipt. The receipt holder along with one single partner or three more to play doubles will be allowed entry.

4. Rotation of Players in excess of Allowed Numbers. The receipt holder will not resort to hosting more players and rotate (time share basis)
them to accommodate maximum numbers in an effort to extract the optimum benefits for the fee paid towards booking the court. Players/ visitors
will desist from insisting on entry in absence of the fee receipt or in excess of the numbers allowed to play on the courts.

5. Spectators. Players in excess of the allowed numbers tend to claim being spectators and when convenient resort to rotational usage of the
play court. Spectators in the Play area are not allowed.

6. Sports Gear & Dress Code . Players will use their personal TT rackets and balls. Dress code will consist of appropriate T-Shirt, Shorts/Track
Suits and sports shoes.

7. Smoking & Drinking, Eatables. Smoking and drinking alcoholic beverage is strictly prohibited inside the Stadium. No eatables will be carried
into the Play Area and the Spectator Stands. Those desirous of taking refreshment will do so outside the built-up premises of the stadium without
littering.

8. Important Issues to be Observed

(a) Private coaching is permitted only after the due payment. Private Coaches are required to pay a sum of Rs. 590/- including 18% GST.
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(b) Games Supervisors and the detailed Security Guard on duty may conduct surprise check of the players using the facility and
defaulters will be asked to pay double of the booking charges as penalty.

(c ) The Management will not be responsible for loss/theft of any personal belongings either in the stadium, or within the complex.

(d) Drivers/servants are strictly prohibited inside the stadium or in the spectator’s gallery.

(e) No eatables or drinks of any kind are allowed in the stadium.

(f) Silence will be observed by all the players and visitors

(g) No compensation whatsoever will be made by way of refund of money, or adjustment against future play in the event of failure of
power supply, or any other reason beyond the control of the officials on duty due to which play is disrupted .

(h) Advance booking and telephonic booking is not permitted.

(j) The stadium can be closed for particular sport/sports without assigning any reason.

9. Coaching Academy. The prescribed fee will be paid by the player/parents to the authorized staff of the complex and receipt obtained.
The receipt will be authority for admission to the coaching class. The rules of the Coaching Academy will apply on all players who avail the coaching
facility. Coaching Academies will not resort to personal coaching of selective client at the cost of other trainees.
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Appendix H

BYE LAWS: TAEKWONDO/KARATE

1. Players may join Taekwondo classes on payment of prescribed fee.
2. Dress

(a) Players are permitted to attend only in proper white uniform.
(b) Own uniforms are required to be brought.
(c) No shoes shall be allowed inside the practice area/room.

3. Finger/toe nails of players should be properly cut and groomed.
4. Nobody except player shall be allowed inside the practice area.
5. Smoking is strictly prohibited inside the playing area.
6. Strict discipline as per rules will be maintained in the class. Coach/in-charge reserves the right to stop practice or expel a player for
misbehaviour or for not observing the rules.
7. Coaching Academy. The prescribed fee will be paid by the player/parents to the authorized staff of the complex and receipt
obtained. The receipt will be authority for admission to the coaching class. The rules of the Coaching Academy will apply on all players who
avail the coaching facility. Coach (s) will ensure that the doors to the Coaching Area are kept open and not bolted from inside while the
students are being trained.
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Appendix J

BYE LAWS: YOGA

1. Interested people may join Yoga classes on payment of prescribed monthly fee.
2. Dress – Decent apparel, preferably loose, comfortable clothing may be worn. No shoes will be allowed inside the practice area.
3. Nobody except users/participants are permitted inside the practice area when a class is in progress.
4. Smoking is strictly prohibited.
5. Silence should be observed while practicing yoga.
6. Strict discipline as per rules should be maintained in the class. Yoga teacher reserves the right to stop practice and may ask a participant to leave
for indiscipline or misbehaviour.
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Appendix K

BYE LAWS: FENCING

1. Players may join Fencing classes on payment of prescribed fee.
2. Dress

(a) Trainees are permitted to attend only in proper fencing uniform.
(b) Own uniforms are required to be brought.

3. Nobody except players shall be allowed inside the practice area.
5. Smoking is strictly prohibited inside the playing area.
6. Strict discipline as per rules will be maintained
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Appendix L

BYE BYELAWS: GYMNASTICS

1. Players may join Gymnastics classes on payment of prescribed fee.
2. Dress

(a) Trainees are permitted to attend only in proper uniform.
(b) Own uniforms are required to be brought.

3. Nobody except players shall be allowed inside the practice area.
5. Smoking is strictly prohibited inside the playing area.
6. Strict discipline as per rules will be maintained in the class. Coach/in-charge reserves the right to stop practice or expel a player for
misbehaviour or for not observing the rules.
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Appendix M

BYE LAWS: MULTI GYM

1. Users may avail the facilities of the Gymnasium on payment of prescribed fee each day or on monthly basis.
2. Dress. Decent sportswear may be worn.
3. Only Users with fee receipt are permitted inside the Gymnasium.
4. Smoking is strictly prohibited inside the class area.
5. Strict discipline as per rules should be maintained in the class. Coach/instructor reserves the right to stop practice or expel a user
/participant for misbehaviour or for not observing the rules.
6. No private instructor is permitted. Private instructors are required to pay a sum of Rs. 590/-including GST for a session of 60 Mins.
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Appendix N

BYE LAWS: BOXING

1. Players may join Boxing classes on payment of prescribed fee.
2. Dress Players are permitted to attend only in proper boxing kits as provided in the boxing academy rules.
3. Finger/toe nails of players should be properly cut and groomed.
4. Nobody except players and the concerned coach shall be allowed inside the practice area.
5. Smoking is strictly prohibited inside the playing area.
6. Strict discipline as per rules will be maintained in the class. Coach/in-charge reserves the right to stop practice or expel a player for
misbehaviour or for not observing the rules.
7. Coaching Academy. The prescribed fee will be paid by the player/parents to the authorized staff of the complex and receipt obtained.
The receipt will be authority for admission to the coaching class. The rules of the Coaching Academy will apply on all players who avail the
coaching facility.
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